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Introduction

”People left the labor force during 2020 for many reasons. [...] Finally, a significant number of people who had not
planned to retire in 2020 may have retired anyway because of the dangers to their health or due to rising asset
values that made retirement feasible.

(Faria-e-Castro, M., ”The COVID Retirement Boom”, Economic Synopses, No 25, Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, 2021.)
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Introduction

What about Europe?

ECB Economic Bulletin, Issue 6/2022: COVID-19 and retirement decisions of
older workers in the euro area (Botelho and Weissler)

(a) Labour force participation rates of
older workers in the United States and
the euro area, %

(b) Yearly transitions into retirement by
occupation categories, %
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Introduction

In the same report:

”Using data from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE)
for people aged 55-74 from March-April 2020 and June 2021, it is possible to quantify
how the pandemic shaped the retirement decisions of some older workers.”

Did you retire as planned, earlier, or later than planned?

This might be driven by choice-supportive bias (or justification/confirmation bias)
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Our paper

People retired during the COVID pandemic for many reasons, some individuals
may have left the labour force for factors specific to the COVID-19 crisis:

Individuals in poor health were more vulnerable to COVID-19;

Job characteristics might have played a role given the serious risk of
infection and death in some job contexts;

Some individuals might have retired to care for grandchildren or other
family members (because of the lockdown of schools and other
institutions);

We use SHARE data to understand if there are differences in the correlates
(e.g. time-invariant or pre-determined characteristics) to the retirement
decision as compared to the pre-pandemic situation.
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Sample selection - W6 and W7 (Before COVID-19)

Official release: Wave 7 (about 77,263 obs)

We are interested in transitions into retirement between wave 6 and
wave 7, therefore we select those individuals working in wave 6
(especially we drop individuals already retired - about 37,014 - and those
reporting being unemployed, permanently sick or disable, homemaker or
other - about 28,268 obs.). We are left with 12,981 obs.

We concentrate on individuals being between 50 and 70 in wave 6.
Sample size: about 11,400 obs.

We need information about socio-demographic characteristics as well as
job features (ISCO codes). We then complement SHARE data with
information on eligibility criteria (age) for early retirement and statutory
(old-age) pension. Sample size: about 8,800 obs.
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Sample selection - W7 and 2nd COVID-19 wave (After COVID-19)

Official release: Second COVID-19 wave (about 49,000 obs)

We are interested in transitions into retirement between wave 7 and the
second COVID-19 wave, therefore we select those working in wave 7
(especially we drop those already retired - about 30,400 - and those
reporting being unemployed, permanently sick or disable, homemaker or
other - about 9,100 obs.). We are left with 9,760 obs.

We concentrate on individuals being between 50 and 70 in wave 7.
Sample size: about 9,300 obs.

We need information about socio-demographic characteristics as well as
job features (ISCO codes). We then complement SHARE data with
information on eligibility criteria (age) for early retirement and statutory
(old-age) pension for those countries1 we observe in both wave 6 and
wave 7. Sample size: about 5,500 obs.

1
Austria, Germany, Sweden Spain, Italy, France, Denmark, Greece, Switzerland, Belgium, Israel, Czech

Republic, Poland, Luxembourg, Portugal, Slovenia, Estonia and Croatia.
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Final sample

Considering both W6/W7 and W7/2nd COVID wave together, we have
about 14,300 obs.

Transitions into retirement: between W6 and W7 30.27% (1,685);
between W7 and 2nd COVID wave 11.44% (1,000)

(1) (2) (3)
W6 and W7 W7 and 2nd COVID wave t test

Age 56.64 57.94 ***
Education isced 0 2 0.19 0.17 **
Education isced 3 4 0.45 0.45
Being in couple 0.80 0.81
Female 0.53 0.55 **
Eligible ER 0.17 0.23 ***
Eligible SR 0.07 0.10 ***
Transition into eligibility ER 0.11 0.27 ***
Transition into eligibility SR 0.07 0.23 ***
Poor health 0.25 0.25
Essential worker 0.40 0.41

Notes: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Empirical strategy

We estimate the following linear probability model:

Yi = α +X′
i β1 + β2COVIDi +X′

i ∗ COVIDi β3 + ei . (1)

where Yi is a binary indicator which is 1 if the individual i retires between waves
(either W6/W7 or W7/2nd COVID wave), COVIDi identifies transitions between W7
and the 2nd COVID wave.

We are especially interested in X′
i ∗ COVIDi , capturing the differential role of the

specific characteristic contained in X′ when considering the pandemic period.

All characteristics contained in X′ are time-invariant or pre-determined (i.e. they refer
to either wave 6 for transitions between W6/7, or wave 7 for transitions W7/2nd
COVID wave). X′ includes Age, Gender, Education, Marital status, Number of
children and grandchildren, Household Income, Health, Job features (Essential,
Remote work feasibility index, Social interaction index - Brugiavini,Buia and
Simonetti, 2021) and Institutional variables based on eligibility rules for early and
statutory (old-age) pension.
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Preliminary evidence

Dependent variable: Transition into retirement, OLS Estimates
Baseline coefficients (W6/W7) - slide 1 of 2

(1)
Age 0.020***

(0.001)
Education: isced0 2 0.031***

(0.010)
Education: isced3 4 0.028***

(0.007)
Being in couple -0.008

(0.008)
2nd qHHincomePC 0.005

(0.009)
3rd qHHincomePC -0.027***

(0.009)
4th qHHincomePC (highest) -0.024***

(0.009)
Female -0.011*

(0.007)
N children -0.001

(0.022)
N grandchildren 0.002

(0.022)
Eligible ER 0.061***

(0.022)

Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthesis.

(2)
Eligible SR 0.087***

(0.034)
INTO eligibility ER 0.054***

(0.015)
INTO eligibility SR 0.170***

(0.024)
YRS since elig ER 0.041***

(0.012)
YRS since elig SR -0.035**

(0.015)
Essential -0.001

(0.007)
Remote work feasibility 0.011

(0.009)
Social interaction 0.006

(0.009)
Public 0.014*

(0.007)
Self-employed -0.053***

(0.010)
Poor health 0.011

(0.008)

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Preliminary evidence

Dependent variable: Transition into retirement, OLS Estimates
Baseline coefficients and interactions - slide 2 of 2

Joint significance F-test: F( 23, 14232) = 9.92 (0.001)

Selected baseline coefficients and interactions
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What’s next?

We have analysed transitions into retirement between wave 7 and the 2nd
COVID wave and compared them to transitions between waves 6 and 7
(Underlying assumption: what happens between W6 and W7 is our
counterfactual.)
Robustness check: Consider transitions between older waves.

Pathways to retirement (Through disability? Unemployment?)

We could enrich the analysis considering other covariates: e.g. IT skills,
Effort-reward imbalance as indicator of job satisfaction (Siegrist et al.
2018)

Age discrimination?
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